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With a focus on the future, we’re using our strengths in 

consumer research, design, and cutting edge material 

technology to continue developing the innovative 

products that our customers expect. We’re working 

hard at expanding our product offering all while staying 

true to our adventure travel roots. The road ahead is 

wide open, and we’re really excited to share our future 

products with you.

GEAR DESIGNED TO GET YOU THERE



COYOTE SKU: MATFR242001BN

FlatPak™ Toiletry Case is designed for efficient, 
lightweight travel. Rolltop design allows the 
FlatPak™ Toiletry Case to change size seamlessly 
depending on your needs. Cordura® with Dry-
Through™ technology lets your toothbrush dry 
through the case, even when closed.

FlatPak™ Toiletry Bottles are the only travel 
bottles designed for minimalist travel and 
ultralight adventure. Up to 5 times lighter and 
3.5 times more compact than traditional silicone 
travel bottles and built from welded Cordura® 
with a proprietary coating.

FlatPak™ Toiletry Bottles are the only travel 
bottles designed for minimalist travel and 
ultralight adventure. Up to 5 times lighter and 
3.5 times more compact than traditional silicone 
travel bottles and built from welded Cordura® 
with a proprietary coating.

FLATPAK™ TOILETRY CASE: FLATPAK™ TOILETRY BOTTLE: (1-PACK)

MSRP: $24.99 MSRP: $12.99

The Freerain32 offers a waterproof hydration 
ready design, gear tethers, and capacity 
increasing zipper mode for brute functionality. 
Hip belt, chest strap, and weight distributing 
shoulder straps yield an agile and balanced fit.

Matador® Freefly16 is a weatherproof 16 liter 
backpack built from waterproof Cordura® with 
sealed internal seams and sealing zippers for easy 
access.  

Matador® Transit30 2.0 is the lightest, most 
compact weatherproof duffle bag there is.  
Waterproof Cordura®, sealed seams, and sealing 
zippers get you from point A to B against any 
odds. 30 liters of space when you need it.  

FREERAIN32:
WATERPROOF PACKABLE BACKPACK

FREEFLY16:
PACKABLE BACKPACK

TRANSIT30 2.0:
PACKABLE DUFFLE

MSRP: $89.99 MSRP: $64.99

Matador® Freerain24 2.0 is the lightest, most 
capable waterproof packable backpack there is. At 
6.6 oz, this 24 liter backpack has technical specs 
unheard of in packable bags.  

FREERAIN24 2.0:
WATERPROOF PACKABLE BACKPACK

FLATPAK™ SERIES

FlatPak™ soap bar case is designed for ultralight 
adventure. Up to 3 times lighter and 6 times more 
compact than plastic soap bar cases and built from 
Welded Cordura® with Dry-Through™ technology. 
Soap bar dries through material while keeping 
liquid water inside. 

FLATPAK™ SOAP BAR CASE: FLATPAK™ TOILETRY BOTTLE: (3-PACK)

MSRP: $54.99 MSRP: $49.99 MSRP: $12.99 MSRP: $34.99

CHARCOAL SKU: MATFR32001BK CHARCOAL SKU: MATFR242001BK CHARCOAL SKU: MATFPC001B CHARCOAL SKU: MATFPB1001B

CHARCOAL SKU: MATFF16001BK COYOTE SKU: MATFF16001BN CHARCOAL SKU: MATTR30001G CHARCOAL SKU: MATFPS1001B CHARCOAL SKU: MATFPB3001BCOYOTE SKU: MATTR30001BN
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The Better Tether is a 6 foot (2 meter) nylon tether 
with anodized aluminum hardware that allows you 
to strap nearly anything to anything else. Great 
for backpacks, motorcycles, roof racks, and more. 
Available in 2-pack

BETTER TETHER: (2-PACK)

Matador’s Packable Water Bottle is designed 
to stay by your side from the airport to the 
mountains, without weighing you down. Carry 
1 liter of water or flatten down to save space. 
Integrated straw and bite valve are designed for 
drinking while bottle is upright for a superior 
experience. 

PACKABLE WATER BOTTLE:

Zip ties are an incredibly versatile addition to your 
travel and outdoor pursuits, but the one-time-use 
plastic solutions are inconvenient and wasteful.  
Re-ties™ are reusable rubber zip ties you can use 
again and again. Available in 4-Pack 

RE-TIES™: (4-PACK)

NEW ACCESSORIES

Made from premium aluminum and silicone, these 
canisters are IPX7 rated for submersion up to 1 
meter for 30 minutes. Great for pills, matches, 
jewelry, and more. Available in a single pack.

Made from premium aluminum and silicone, 
these canisters are IPX7 rated for submersion up 
to 1 meter for 30 minutes. Great for pills, snacks, 
jewelry, change, and more. Available in a 2 pack.

WATERPROOF TRAVEL CANISTER - 40ML: (1-PACK) WATERPROOF TRAVEL CANISTER - 100ML: (2-PACK)

MSRP: $7.99 MSRP: $16.99MSRP: $16.99

MSRP: $29.99 MSRP: 34.99

MSRP: $10.99

CHARCOAL SKU: MATTIES4001GCHARCOAL SKU: MATTH2M2001G

TINTED CHARCOAL SKU: MATBT1L001BK TINTED CHARCOAL SKU: MATRS2L001BK

CHARCOAL SKU: MATCANS1001G CHARCOAL SKU: MATCANL2001G

Specifically designed for travel, Matador’s 
hydration reservoir has a silicone hose that will 
never take a kink or become damaged when 
packed. Large zipper closure is simple, easy to 
use, and easy to clean. Roll it up and bring it with 
you for convenient hydration. Compatible with all 
hydration ready bags.

HYDRATION RESERVOIR:
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RED SKU: MATL3001GR

BLACK SKU: MATL3001GB

A great pair of earplugs makes all the difference 
in travel comfort, whether it be noisy flights, 
crowded buses, or restless accommodations. The 
included silicone cases keep your earplugs clean 
and accessible on a keychain. 

Flexible, water resistant, and ultra-packable. 
Strong enough to carry what you need for travel, 
commuting, or simply running errands. 

This weatherproof packable backpack uses the 
industry’s finest materials to offer superior 
performance in the smallest possible package.

Keep your wallet, phone, passport, or anything 
else you need conveniently tucked away in this 
weatherproof hip pack. 

TRAVEL EARPLUGS KIT:

TRANSIT TOTE:

DL16 PACKABLE BACKPACK:

PACKABLE HIP PACK:

MSRP: $9.99 

MSRP: $39.99

MSRP: $49.99 

CHARCOAL SKU: MATNDL001G

FOREST SKU: MATNDL001GN

CHARCOAL SKU: MATNDS001GRUST SKU: MATNDL001RCHARCOAL SKU: MATDL16001G

INDIGO SKU: MATDL16001B

CHARCOAL SKU: MATTRT18001G

INDIGO SKU: MATTRT18001B

CHARCOAL SKU: MATCBLL001G

CHARCOAL SKU: MATHPS001G

INDIGO SKU: MATHPS001B

CHARCOAL SKU: MATLBLL001G BLUE SKU: MATDRS001B

RED SKU: MATS001GR

DARK BLUE SKU: MATDRL001B

CHARCOAL SKU: MATEP2001BW

POP SKU: MATDL16001POP

LEAF SKU: MATDL16001LF

POP SKU: MATTRT18001POP

LEAF SKU: MATTRT18001LF

POP SKU: MATHPS001POP

LEAF SKU: MATHPS001LF

GREEN SKU: MATL3001GG

OCEAN SKU: MATL3001OC

BLACK SKU: MATDRS001BK

FOREST SKU: MATNDS001GN

MSRP: $34.99

This shower-sized packable towel with silicone 
case is anti-microbial, ultra-light, super absorbent, 
and quick drying. A customer favorite.

The Small Nanodry Towel with silicone case is anti-
microbial, ultralight and perfect for minimalist 
travel and backpacking.

NANODRY SHOWER TOWEL: NANODRY TREK TOWEL:

MSRP: $34.99 MSRP: $19.99

The Matador Pocket Blanket is a dry, clean place 
to sit – anywhere, anytime. Seats 2-4 people.

Minimalism at its best, this mini version of the 
Matador Pocket Blanket is even more compact. 
Seats 1-2 people.

POCKET BLANKET 2.0: MINI POCKET BLANKET:

MSRP: $29.99 MSRP: $19.99

PRODUCTS

The Droplet keychain houses a highly packable, 
reusable bag that keeps the wet in or out 
depending on your needs. 

Packing down to fit in the palm of your hand, the 
Droplet XL drybag is perfect for keeping your gear 
dry or storing a wetsuit after surfing. 20 liter.

DROPLET WET BAG: DROPLET XL:

MSRP: $14.99 MSRP: $39.99

Protect your camera lenses from bumps, scratches 
and weather with this padded, technical lens 
cover.

Protect your camera from bumps, scratches, and 
weather with this padded technical shell and 
integrated rain fly. 

CAMERA BASE LAYER: LENS BASE LAYER:

MSRP: $59.99 MSRP: $39.99
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SALES: 
Interested in carrying Matador products in 
your store? Do you currently sell Matador 
products and need to re-order? Curious 
about our retail display options?
Email: sales@matadorup.com
Phone: 1.720.242.6437

MARKETING:
Requests, Opportunities, Information.
Email: marketing@matadorup.com
Phone: 1.720.242.6437

DISTRIBUTION:
Looking for distribution in your country? 
Visit www.matadorup.com/distribution
Email: sales@matadorup.com

HEADQUARTERS:
All Matador products are designed and 
engineered at our headquarters in  
Boulder, Colorado.

WEBSITE:
www.matadorup.com

SOCIAL MEDIA:

PACKAGING TYPES

CONTACT

CARDSTOCK TRAY
Sturdy recyclable paper packaging capable 
of hanging on a peghook or standing on its 
own. Products sit nestled inside and are 
ziptied to the backer card. Products ship 
packed up.

Products Include: 
FREERAIN32 BACKPACK

FREERAIN24 2.0 BACKPACK

FREEFLY16 BACKPACK

TRANSIT30 2.0 DUFFLE BAG

DL16 BACKPACK

HIP PACK

TRANSIT TOTE

PLASTIC POUCH  
A resealable plastic zipper pouch. The pouch 
is low waste with built in point of purchase 
information.

Products Include: 
CAMERA BASE LAYER

LENS BASE LAYER

GALLERY BOX 
Recyclable cardboard box with a clear plastic 
front window.

Products Include: 
NANODRY SHOWER TOWEL - LARGE

NANODRY TREK TOWEL - SMALL

DROPLET WET BAG

DROPLET XL DRY BAG

POCKET BLANKET

MINI POCKET BLANKET

TRAVEL EARPLUGS KIT

SLIM PANEL 
A slim recyclable cardboard panel with the 
product either wrapped into the panel or 
secured with plastic ties.

Products Include: 
FLATPAK™ TOILETRY BOTTLES (1 AND 3 PACK)

FLATPAK™ TOILETRY CASE

FLATPAK™ SOAP BAR CASE

RE-TIES

HYDRATION RESERVOIR

WATER BOTTLE

WATERPROOF TRAVEL CANISTERS

@MATADOR.UP @MATADORUP
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MATADORUP.COM
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